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Mellie Parker Comcast XFINITY Internet can be used to access Hulu on television. Whether you can do this depends on the type of TV and what devices it is connected to. Neither Comcast XFINITY Television nor XFINITY's phone service will connect you to Hulu. Some smart TVs have a Hulu app that can transfer Hulu content directly to your TV. If your TV has an app, connect
your TV to Comcast XFINITY Internet via Ethernet or Wi-Fi. Sign up for your Hulu Plus account to access premium content on your smart TV. If you have a content box or device like a Blu-ray player or a game console that offers the Hulu app, you can connect this with XFINITY Online to view Hulu as well. If your TV doesn't connect to the Internet or doesn't have a Hulu app,
connect your computer to your TV and connect your computer to Comcast XFINITY. The image that appears on your computer monitor will appear on your TV, so if you go to Hulu on a connected computer, you'll be able to watch streaming content on your television. How can I trust these reviews about Xfinity Home? How can I trust these reviews about Xfinity Home? Verified
2,452,725 reviews on ConsumerAffairs. We need contact information to make sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of feedback. Our moderators read all the reviews to check the quality and helpfulness. For more information on reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our frequently asked questions. Melissa Savannah,
GA Verified Reviewer Original Review: September 9, 2020Y tried to move my Xfinity service to a new address. It should be a simple process. I tried online, but I had some questions. I spent 3 hours and 48 minutes without permission. The automated service will not allow you to speak to a person in any way. I was sent through various chat agents, got disconnected over and over,
finally got a call back, got disconnected from it, went through a chat and finally got through a new contract and was sent in response to an email to confirm the contract, but when I opened the email there was nothing there. Back to your original position. I wasn't going to start all over again, but that was what the chat agents were trying to get me to do. I was disabled 4 times by
chat agents. I BEGGED TO TALK TO SOMEONE. I'm still waiting. It's a disgraceful service. Hattie Jacksonville, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 22, 2020Once Xfinity takes your money every month they forget about their customers. We waited. New remote control for 2 weeks. They shut down all their You can't contact anyone. David New Byrne, North Carolina
Verified Reviewer Original Review: August 13, 2020Waited by a technician all day, never showed up in our apartment. Not Not phone call to let me know that he/she is late. Only had service for two weeks. I'm going to change providers. Customers are not their priority it seems ... Heidi From Greenbrier, TN Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 22, 2020 We don't have fiber in
our area and are stuck with Xfinity for maintenance. They have occasional outages about three times a week for 2-6 hours at a time. I've signed up for text messages, but I don't get any warnings about planned failures. It's not weather-related... just poor service. I have to pay for unlimited data on my Verizon cell phone so I could use it as a hotspot when I'm scheduled to work and
can't access the internet through Xfinity.Krystle Schenectady, NY Review Review: July 6, 2020I will never know my lesson with Comcast but this time I truly have. I tried four different times for four different days after talking with about seven representatives to stop my service for traffic. I was unsuccessful for a month. I moved on June 11 due to losing my job from the effects of the
virus and tried to stop the service before having to let go of my apartment and they were unable to figure out how to stop it for some reason. After an hour on the phone for the first time I got a call, I was advised to call the day I move so they stop being served because I had a payment plan that I never set up, but they entered me without my knowledge. They said it was put in
place because of COVID-19, but I never knew about it until I tried to stop my service. Fast forward to my love day on June 11, I was on the phone with Comcast for 2 hours and talked to 4 people (one hung up on me for an unknown reason) as I was passed from one person to another to try to figure out how to stop the service and why he wouldn't let them. The alleged manager
will call back and tell me that he can't stop the service and cousins find out why and that he is not a manager. So basically I'm getting to run around now. I told them I had to go as my movers were there and I would send the modem back today. Today July 6th I receive an email that my service is suspended. Now keep in mind, I moved on June 11 and informed them of it, and there
is evidence returned and accepted the equipment. I call Comcast again, and actually doubled because the first representative hung up on me, so I reassigned again. I was informed that they could not stop the service even though I called and asked for it times and no longer live there or anywhere in this case. I have to pay the last balance before my services can be stopped. So
basically I'm charged for a service I haven't used in almost one month and they don't seem to want to help solve the problem. Worst company for the internet or cable ever! Read the full review of JC JC NJ Verified Reviewer Original Review: June 23, 2020Been with Comcast for several years, saying that I want to move for years, but I never do because I hate the idea of new
employees coming to my house and let's face it, whenever moving to a new company there are always a question of the first few months! I'm just at the point where I'm tired of being loyal to a company that could take care of me and all my other customers! I'm done with that! I am now actively looking for a new cable and Wi-Fi service as soon as possible! I'm at this point now! I'm
trying to get my bill lowered a few times now and I get reduced by about $20/30 a month and then a few months later it starts to go up until it's even higher than it was! There representatives are never accurate on the information, I am constantly misinformed! Sad because it's been with them for so long, but it's time to move on to another cable/WiFi company. Kevin Houston, TX
Verified Reviewer Original Review: June 22, 2020Had ATT TV and Internet for 6 months because I thought Xfinity didn't serve my area. Ordered Xfinity the day I saw the neighbors get it. I'll compare the two. Service technology: ATT service technology was lazy, made a bad installation-drilled unnecessary hole in the new bedroom of the house, left a nest of bird wires, was elusive
in answering any questions and didn't want to help at all- just kept saying it wasn't his department, even gave me a fake email entry. It took 2 days to complete the installation and sat in the van for most of the second day to charge time for work while I had questions. Kept told me that my questions were not his department after he gave me fake login details. Xfinity's service
technology was good and professional. The installation was completed within 2 hours. Not a single problem. TV/Cable. ATT has terrible programming. Nothing flows. It seems that there are 10-20 channels of pure commercials between channels I watch. They aim to milk baby boomer bank accounts dry. There is something like 6000 channels. Most of them are nonstop
commercials. The remote control is long and bulky. The buttons are hard to see and difficult to navigate. The remote control must be constantly moved in the hand, moving it up and down, trying to find the buttons. You have to manually change each recording from recording each episode when you only want to record new episodes. There is no voice-guided button. Each entry
automatically records about 90 seconds of the end of the previous program and 90 seconds of the next one. It ruined more than one show for me, revealing the ending of the show. Xfinity programming streams. The channels are consistent. HD channels of the 600s. all day advertising channels. It's easy to record programs. You speak remote to record and automatically it records
what you want - only new episodes. They start on time and end on time remote control is surprisingly easy to use by hand. It's ergonomic in hand, but you don't Use it a lot because of the voice button. Just click it, talk, and it does what you want. Internet. ATT is slow. The tortoise is slow. The connection is constantly falling. I have to switch to my Verizon data to use the mobile
phone while connected to WiFi. Terrible. The Xfinity Internet is lightning fast. It's a rocket ship, and ATT is a tortoise. The bottom line is, if you have Xfinity in your area, this is the best option. Read the full review of Tammy Denver, CO Verified reviewer Of the Original Review: June 21, 2020Xfinity is NIGHTMARE, don't use them for your own mental health. I had them for a year at
my previous home because they were my only choice. I was paying 183 for the 140 plan when I asked him, I was informed an additional 63 was for taxes and fees. I paid for gigablast and at best would get 40, my internet came out daily and freeze my t.v. I LITERALLY moved to get rid of them. Lo and here I move and just a good Xfinity option for the internet. So I created an
appointment on last Tuesday, the technology appears, but won't come in. I tell him that I work from home and need the internet in the back room, he tells me that they do not come inside because of COVID, note my new TV provider did and the internet company I hoped to use will, but not Xfinity, but let him see what he can do. A few minutes later he says his supervisor is on the
phone and he approved the drop and the technology will be here on Friday between 2-3. Of course it was a lie, he was standing there without a mask, looking me in the eye and lying. We called that evening and the agent was very sorry and sent out the technology the next day. So today technology gets here spends maybe 10 minutes and says: I can't do it if you have a drill, drill a
hole in the wall and then tell the host he was there when you moved in. After the technology left, I spent my entire lunch hour and my husband spent 3 hours and the phone with various agents, technicians and supervisors who said a few different things, lie number 3 was the supervisor, would call back an hour later and never did. So here I am sitting, trying very hard to work with a
card table in the corner of my living room dealing with a company that is trying very hard not to do its job and provide the worst customer service in the world. Read the full review of Paul Silver Spring, MD Verified Reviewer Original Review: June 4, 2020I've been with Comcast since 2007 and the issues are still the same, it's about slow internet connectivity yet charging higher
prices. On 5/27/2020 they were told to upgrade with the so-called fastest package with 600mbp and the main cable channels that Trace made me pay $130.00 a month, which I guess what speed I get - 15mbp to 29mbp sometimes. It's so wrong.... It's the worst company I've ever seen, and their thief. I'm the government can do something with that rip off customers and I never
recommend anyone to this company. Brian from Spokane, WA Verified Reviewer Original Review: May 21, 2020Be is very careful with Xfinity. This company is not transparent with their billing practices and will hit you with additional fees at the end of the term that should not exist. While their website specifically states that there is no deadline agreement, it is not. If you have
registered for the service really a term of 12 months minimum. Representatives won't tell you about it, and at the end of your term, the cost will increase substantially. At this point you will have to choose a new plan and again, get a new term. What their website says about the cost of the plan is different from what is actually available. Again, be very careful with this company.
Personally, I will not do business with organizations with these deceptive practices. Next
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